“Are you seeking meaningful service?”
Learn while working with community based older adults experiencing memory problems

Are you interested in advocacy, learning how to interact with a client with memory loss or a family member seeking information? Are you seeking professional skill development in communication or community program planning? OTS 365S is an on-campus interactive learning environment where you will learn the “Best Friends’ Approach to Alzheimer’s Care” and get an opportunity to develop your skills 1:1, under the supervision of a faculty Occupational Therapist with expertise in dementia care. OTS365S meets fall semester only, Fridays 12:30-4:30. Have fun while you offer community service. Bring your skills, interests and knowledge to share — be prepared to sing, dance, craft, and play. Advocate by raising awareness and dollars for Alzheimer’s Research. Check it out and find out why its known as “The Place to Be”.

Learn more about OTS365S
Ask your advisor Ask an upper classman OR
Contact instructor theplacetobe@eku.edu